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An acoustic study on character
voices of dominators and
subordinates: A case study on
male characters in Empresses in

the Palace

Wen Liu†, Xinyi Zhang† and Changwei Liang*

Center for Language Sciences, School of Literature, Shandong University, Jinan, China

Introduction: Voice has been used to project identity in dubbing, in order to

auditory portray appropriate role images in TV dramas. This study investigates

the character voices of leading male characters in Empresses in the Palace.

Methods: Di�erent acoustic characteristics of character voices and matching

relation between acoustics and role images are explored by comparing F0, CPP,

harmonic amplitude di�erences of speech spectrum.

Results: The voice quality of characters is related to their relative social status.

The subordinates usually adopt a higher pitch or breathy voice, while the

dominators use a lower pitch or modal/creaky voice. In addition, CPP, F0, and

H1-A3 are the key acoustic indicators to distinguish character voices.

Discussion: These results reveal the acoustic characteristics of character

voices of certain types, as well as provide guidance for dubbing vividly.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Voice, voice quality, and projection of identity

The terms “voice” and “voice quality” have not been defined with a broad agreement,

since the researches in these fields are transdisciplinary. These terms are usually defined

in both a broad sense and a narrow sense. Narrowly, “voice” refers to how the vocal folds

vibrate, namely, vibratory patterns of the vocal folds; and “voice quality” represents the

voicing produced at the glottis, which is also termed as “phonation type” or “phonation

quality” (Esling et al., 2019, p. 2–8). In a broad sense, “voice” is essentially synonymous

with “speech”, while “voice quality” refers to the auditory characteristics of the speaker’s

voice (Abercrombie, 1967, p. 91; Esling et al., 2019, p. 123; Liu, 2021). The relationship

between voice and voice quality can be simply explained as follows: “voice” has a physical

and physiological base that refers to the acoustic signal, while “voice quality” refers to

the perceptual impression that occurs as a result of that signal (Kreiman and Sidtis, 2011,

p. 5). American National Standards Institute also defines “voice quality” as the attribute

of auditory sensation (ANSI et al., 1960, p. 45). In the following part, “voice” refers to

sound produced by the vocal folds. In contrast, “voice quality” indicates the perceptual

ramifications caused by different vocal fold configurations.
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Voice quality is one of the primary means by which speakers

project their identity, i.e., their physical, psychological, and

social characteristics (Laver, 1980, p. 2; Kreiman and Sidtis,

2011, p. 1). Information such as gender, age, and mood can

be easily perceived by the listener, even without seeing the

speaker. Voice allows us to recognize individuals and emotional

states, also called “auditory face” (Belin et al., 2004). The

listener can form an impression of the speaker based on the

voice. It specifically includes body type, lifestyle, mental state

(Kreiman et al., 2005), and even morality (Teshigawara, 2003;

Podesva and Callier, 2015). Although voice identification is

not always a certainty (Bonastre et al., 2003), we can still

recognize a person instantly through voice individuality (Dolar,

2006, p. 22), especially for the recognition of familiar voices

(Van Lancker et al., 1985; Eriksson, 2005; Kreiman and Sidtis,

2011; Hansen and Hasan, 2015). For example, even the greeting

“hello” can convey information about the speaker his/herself to

the listener, allowing the listener to form a judgement of the

speaker’s personality; based on this, a two-dimensional model on

personality judgement was constructed (Wu et al., 2021).

As an essential factor influencing a speaker’s identity

perception, behavioral research has found that pitch is related

to the listener’s perception of dominance. Morton (1977)

found that birds and mammals use harsh and relatively low-

frequency sounds when hostile, while higher-frequency, more

pure tone-like sounds are adopted when frightened, appeasing,

or approaching in a friendly manner. The association between

particular images and certain sounds across many languages is

also known as sound symbolism (e.g., Sapir, 1929; Hinton et al.,

1994; Fónagy, 2001; among many others). Ohala (1984, 1994)

proposed the frequency code hypothesis to represent this sound

pattern, indicating that these sound symbolic patterns have

phonetic bases. To be specific, for both humans and animals,

compared to a voice with higher fundamental frequency (F0),

a voice with lower F0 is commonly perceived as having

a larger vocalizer and larger body, and are thus perceived

more dominant, aggressive, and threatening. Cao and Kong

(2016) demonstrated that the length and volume of the human

pharyngeal cavity, as well as the length and volume of the

vocal tract, are all significantly positively correlated with body

height. In recent years, the frequency code hypothesis and

sound symbolism have also been used to investigate how human

voices match perceptual impression of femininity, vulnerability,

submissiveness, politeness, friendliness, insecurity, uncertainty

or charisma, and so on (e.g., Grawunder and Winter, 2010;

Noble and Xu, 2011; Signorello et al., 2012; Mixdorff et al.,

2018; Cartei et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2020; Rallabandi et al.,

2021; Weiss et al., 2021), as well as the naming of animation

characters when dubbing inWalt Disney cartoons (Lippi-Green,

2012) or Pokémon names (Kawahara et al., 2018). Since high

vowels tend to have a higher intrinsic F0 than low vowels (Chen

et al., 2021), the names of characters with initial high vowels

tend to be smaller and lighter in Pokémon (Kawahara et al.,

2018). In addition, Puts et al. (2006) suggested that the pitch

of the male voice may reflect his perceptions of his dominance.

Specifically, men who believe they are physically dominant to

their competitors lower their voice pitch, whereas men who

believe they are less dominant raise their pitch. Stern et al.

(2021) also indicated a significant negative correlation between

voice pitch and self-reported sociosexuality, dominance, and

extraversion; moreover, lower voice pitch is perceived as being

more attractive in men. All the studies mentioned above

demonstrate the importance of pitch in the construction of a

speaker’s identity.

1.2. Voice, voice quality, and voice acting

The definition of dubbing also includes both broad and

narrow perspectives. Broadly, dubbing includes all sound

elements in a film or TV drama. In the narrow sense,

dubbing refers to the creative activity of adding voice to

characters by voice actors, adding extra voices and narration,

or replacing the dialogue in the original film with another

language (Liu, 1994, p. 4). In order to convey identity

and to portray a character actively, dubbing requires the

conscious use of his/her voice’s ability to convey the speaker’s

message, and to add to films or TV dramas a voice that

fits the character’s image. In Animation Sound Design, Zhao

et al. (2015) mentioned that “sound can also have the

same narrative effects as images, and is even, to some

extent, precedent over visual expression”. Dubbing can make

characters more vivid, bringing new vitality to the film and

animation industry.

The method for dubbing to portray characters in film

and TV drama is mainly to match the perceptual impression

produced by the dubbed voice to the character’s image. Apart

from characters who use the contrast between appearance

and voice to reach a comedy effect (e.g., Lina Lamont

in Singin’in the Rain, whose beautiful, gentle appearance

contrasts sharply with her shrill, harsh voice, Donen et al.,

1952), dubbing, in general, needs to match and highlight the

uniqueness of the character auditorily, thereby enhancing the

audience’s recognition of the character’s image. For example,

in the film My Fair Lady, despite being a flower girl, the

leading female is considered an actual princess because of

speaking a fluent upper-class style accent (Shaw and Fisher,

1963; Cukor, 1964). In Japanese animations, the epilaryngeal

settings, which played a major role in distinguishing four

heroic and villainous voice types, were identified as the

auditorily critical vocal components that differentiate good

and evil characters (Teshigawara, 2003). Moreover, to portray

unique and distinctive characters, voice actors often use several

stereotypical phonation types or actively raise pitch significantly

to affect the listener’s perception of the character’s voice quality,

further reinforcing these stereotypes. For example, popular
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American media usually use harsh voice and exaggerated

emotional states associated with yelling/shouting modes of

expression to portray the racial stereotype of black people

(Moisik, 2012). Moreover, voice with a Yiddish accent once

used to make the stereotype of wolf complete in Disney cartoon

(Lippi-Green, 2012, p. 107). Stereotypes on homosexuality also

influence dubbing. When acting for homosexual males, voice

actors often choose a higher F0, falsetto, or higher formant

frequencies to present effeminacy (Podesva, 2007; Cartei and

Reby, 2012). Similarly, using creaky voice in Chinese films and

TV dramas may be considered a sign of promiscuity (Callier,

2010).

According to the broader definition of voice quality, the

perceptual impressions produced by dubbed voices are their

voice quality, and the perceptual differences are caused by

physiological and acoustic changes reaching a certain level.

Thus, there is an acoustic basis for voice quality changes. Sweet

voice is often used in Japanese animation for mature and

traditional female characters, such as mothers, elder sisters, and

teachers. Moreover, they have a lower pitch than the voice of

the leading females. As described by Klatt and Klatt (1990)

and Pépiot (2014), breathy voice is considered to be feminine;

similarly, sweet voice also shows breathy voice (Starr, 2015).

In addition, in order to discriminate between protagonists and

antagonists acoustically, Teshigawara (2003) investigated the

acoustic characteristics of voice quality using the voice of heroes

and villains in Japanese animation, indicating that voices of

villains usually have a lower second formant (F2) andmore high-

frequency energy. Tong and Moisik (2021) analyzed the voice of

protagonists and antagonists in American cartoons using long-

term average spectrum (LTAS), and found that the protagonists

and antagonists exhibit high- and low-frequency dominance in

their spectral profiles, respectively. Meanwhile, harsh voice is

also often used to portray lazy and brutal villains in Chinese films

and TV dramas (Callier, 2012).

1.3. Research question and purpose

With the great demand for voice acting in film and TV

dramas, the academic community has also paid more attention

to acoustic research on voice acting. The commonly used

methods include harmonic analysis, LTAS, principal component

analysis, etc. By reviewing theoretical and empirical studies on

voice acting in the literature, it is not difficult to find that most

existing studies try to explore the acoustic characteristics that

distinguish the voices of characters of different types through

single-parameter acoustic analysis. However, the nature of the

voice quality is multi-dimensional. Therefore, it is only by

introducing more acoustic parameters into the study of voice

acting that we can discuss in-depth which acoustic parameters

are the key indicators that distinguish different characters. In

other words, the distinctive features across characters need

to be sought by means of acoustic analysis to characterize

different styles. Furthermore, with the increase in the quality

of film and TV dramas, the demand for personalized dubbing

continues to grow, placing greater demands on voice actors’

expertise. Unfortunately, the existing dubbing guidance is

usually subjective and lacks practicality and operability. For

example, maintaining a “sense of drama” and “elasticity of

voice”, achieving a “richness of both voice and emotion”

and improving “characterization” (Yang L., 2021; Yang Z. S.,

2021) are too general, and remain at the level of subjective

descriptions, not providing a scientific explanation for acoustic

characteristics of personalized dubbing, making it difficult to

grasp in practice.

Considering these problems mentioned above, this study

focuses on the acoustic characteristics of the dubbed voices and

their matching with the characters’ image. The following two

major questions need to be addressed. One is whether there

are acoustic differences between different characters’ dubbings,

as well as the matching between acoustic parameters and

the character’s image. The other is what kind of reference

we can provide to voice actors for improving the matching

between the characters and their dubbing based on the acoustic

analysis results.

2. Materials and methods

The speech data used in this study was taken from the

entire TV series Empresses in the Palace ( ). The reason

for choosing this TV series is that this TV series has a high

reputation and is more prototypical among Chinese costume

dramas. As of August 2022, it has accumulated 12.81 billion

views on LeTV alone, which is a much wider audience. In

addition, the TV series has generated a vibrant secondary

creation, attracting a larger audience.

2.1. Information about the selected
characters

In this study, five major male characters were selected

from Empresses in the Palace, and their “character status”

was determined according to their character image (see

Table 1).

2.2. Speech materials

Adobe Premiere Pro 2020was used to extract audio files from

MP4-format video files. The sampling rate of speech signals is

44 kHz, with 16-bit sampling resolution, and the recording is

monophonic. The speech material consists of monosyllabic and

sentence files.
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TABLE 1 Information of the selected characters.

No. Character name Character identity Character status:
dominator/subordinate

Relative social
status

Age of the
voice actor

M01 AISIN-GIORO Yinzhen Monarch, an emperor in

power

Dominator High 41

M02 AISIN-GIORO Yunli Prince, a noble with little

power

Both Low 37

M03 WEN Shichu Imperial physician of the

Court

Subordinate Low 33

M04 SU Peisheng Chief eunuch of the court Subordinate Low 60

M05 ZHANG Tingyu Minister, loyal and

high-ranking

Both Low 45

“Both dominator and subordinate” refers to the role’s having different relative status in relation to other roles.

FIGURE 1

An example of annotated monosyllabic tokens
“快kuài请q̌ıng太tài后hòu (Go and invite the Empress Dowager!)”.

TABLE 2 Duration of the sentence samples of each character (two

decimal places).

Character Total
duration

(s)

Average
duration of each

sample (s)

S.D.
(s)

M01 (Monarch) 241.05 40.18 1.24

M02 (Prince) 245.42 40.90 1.42

M03 (Physician) 248.47 41.41 4.66

M04 (Eunuch) 254.91 42.49 2.85

M05 (Minister) 266.72 44.45 2.80

2.2.1. Monosyllabic tokens

The obtained audio files were divided by character, with 480

monosyllabic tokens for each character, with a total of 2,400

tokens for all five characters. The final (rhyme) part of each token

was then annotated in Praat 6.1.37 (Boersma and Weenink,

2021), with the initials, finals, and tones annotated in the first

tier, and the finals also separately annotated in the second layer,

as shown in Figure 1.

2.2.2. Sentence samples

To make sure that the duration of sentence samples for each

character was long enough and similar, sentences of varying

lengths were joined into a total of 30 sentence samples of around

40 s in Praat software, with a total duration of 1,256 s, while

avoiding strong emotions, noise, background music, and sound

effects segments as much as possible. Details of sentence samples

are given in Table 2.

2.3. Acoustic parameters and analytical
procedure

Based on previous studies discussed in the introduction

section (e.g., Ohala, 1984; Starr, 2015; Stern et al., 2021; Tong

and Moisik, 2021), this study mainly focuses on acoustic

parameters that are closely related to voice quality, and that are

mainly used to represent pitch, harmonic-to-noise ratio, and

spectral energy intensity.

One measure is F0. It refers to the frequency at which

the vocal folds vibrate, i.e., the first harmonic (H1) in the

spectrum, which is a physical quantity in acoustics. Pitch, on

the other hand, is the perception of the height of a sound, and

is a psychological concept (Kong, 2015). The primary physical

quantity that carries pitch is F0 (Liu, 1924). F0 plays a vital role

in voice quality perception, and can determine the pitch of the

voice quality. Generally speaking, the higher the F0, the higher

the perceived pitch.

The other measure is cepstral peak prominence (CPP),

which is defined as the amplitude of the cepstral peak,

measured based on normalized overall amplitude in the

spectrum (Hillenbrand et al., 1994). And a speech signal whose

spectrum shows a well-defined harmonic structure will show a

very prominent cepstral peak (Hillenbrand and Houde, 1996;
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Miramont et al., 2020). Thus, CPP can be used to quantify the

periodicity and harmonic-to-noise ratio of the speech signal.

In general, the more periodic the speech signal, the weaker the

noise, and the greater value of the CPP. On the contrary, the

smaller the CPP, the stronger the noise. Therefore, CPP is also

often used to quantify differences among phonation types, and

is considered a reliable acoustic parameter for discriminating

breathy voice from non-breathy voice (Blankenship, 2002).

Hartl et al. (2003) also indicated a negative correlation between

breathy voice and CPP.

In addition, the commonly used harmonic amplitude

parameters (H1-H2, H2-H4, etc.) and long-term average

spectrum (LTAS) are also selected to investigate the energy

distribution in different frequency ranges in the spectrum.

The selection of harmonic amplitude parameters is based

on Kreiman et al. (2014), who proposed the following four

harmonic components to be particularly important in the

simulation of voice source spectrum, namely, H1-H2 (the

amplitude difference between the first harmonic and the

second harmonic), H2-H4 (the amplitude difference between

the second harmonic and the fourth harmonic), H4-H2k (the

amplitude difference between the fourth harmonic and the

harmonic nearest 2,000Hz), H2k-H5k (the amplitude difference

between the harmonic nearest 2,000Hz and the harmonic

nearest 5,000Hz). In addition, H1-A3 (the amplitude difference

between the first harmonic and the harmonic nearest to the third

formant) is also a useful parameter in studying phonation types

(Iseli et al., 2007). The amplitude difference reflects the strength

of the spectral energy attenuation among different frequency

ranges. The larger the amplitude difference, the stronger the

spectral energy attenuation in that range, and the greater the

spectral tilt. Specifically, H1-H2 is proportional to the open

quotient (OQ), which reflects the duration of the open phase

of the vocal folds within a glottal cycle. The larger the OQ,

the less tightly closed the vocal folds, the more the airflow

leak, the stronger the spectral energy attenuation, and the more

prominent the breathy voice (Ladefoged, 2003, p. 178–181;

DiCanio, 2009). H2-H4 is the auxiliary measuring parameter

to determine phonation types, and has been used among

cross-linguistic studies to compare voicing between different

phonetic systems (Esposito, 2006). H4-H2k, H1-A3, and H2k-

H5k represent the degree of spectral energy attenuation and

spectral tilt at low, low-mid, and mid-high frequency ranges

respectively. On the other hand, LTAS is described by Leino

(2009) as “a means of viewing the average frequency distribution

of the sound energy in a continuous speech sample”, reflecting

the distribution of spectral energy across frequency ranges. Note

that the prerequisite for using LTAS is that the duration of the

speech sample is long enough so that the linguistic content of

the speech sample can be ignored, and the interference of non-

speech components can be avoided, to focus on the personal

characteristics of the speaker’s voice (Pittam, 1987; Mendoza

et al., 1996). On the basis, Li et al. (1969) stated that the duration

of the speech sample should be at least 30 s, while Fritzell et al.

(1974) stated that LTAS results are more stable and reliable when

the speech signal is∼40 s.

In this study, F0, CPP, and harmonic amplitude parameters

were extracted using VoiceSauce (Shue et al., 2009), and LTAS

was extracted using Wavesurfer (Sjölander and Beskow, 2000).

On this basis, Z-scores were calculated using SPSS Statistics

26.0, and data with Z-scores >2 or <-2 (∼5%) were considered

outliers and removed. The data were then tested for normality

using Origin 2021. A t-test was conducted for data that follow a

normal distribution, otherwise a Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric

test was conducted. Finally, multi-dimensional scaling analysis

(MDS) was carried out using SPSS Statistics 26.0.

3. Results

3.1. Pitch

The pitch measurements for different character voices

are analyzed first. Figure 2 shows a boxplot of the F0 data,

where data beyond two standard deviations are set as outliers.

The value of mean F0 demonstrates that: M02 (Prince) >

M05 (Minister) > M04 (Eunuch) > M01 (Monarch) > M03

(Physician). Specifically, M03 (Physician), and M01 (Monarch)

have lowermean F0, which are 96.83 and 107.78Hz, respectively.

M02 (Prince) and M05 (Minister) have higher mean F0, 128.57

and 127.02Hz respectively. M04 (Eunuch) has an intermediate

mean F0, which is 113.51Hz. M02 (Prince), M04 (Eunuch),

and M05 (Minister) have larger F0 variation range (outliers

included), and larger standard deviations, which are 48–278Hz

(31.01), 46–221Hz (20.25), and 47–244Hz (25.87), respectively.

However, the F0 variation and standard deviation of M01

(Monarch) and M03 (Physician) are relatively lower, which are

46–191Hz (15.50) and 71–154Hz (9.66), respectively.

The following two conclusions can be drawn from the F0

mentioned above. First, based on the relationship between F0

and pitch, it is not difficult to find that M01 (Monarch) and

M03 (Physician) have lower mean F0, which suggests that they

have a lower pitch, with a deep voice. On the contrary, M02

(Prince) and M05 (Minister) have larger mean F0, higher pitch,

and relatively brighter voice quality. Combining Figure 2 with

Table 1, we found a clear difference in the social status of the five

characters, creating an identity dichotomy between dominators

and subordinates. M01 (Monarch), the highest social status

dominant of them all, has a lower pitch. The other characters are

in the position of subordinate relative to M01 (Monarch). M02

(Prince), M04 (Eunuch), and M05 (Minister) have a relatively

higher pitch, but M03 (Physician) has a lower pitch, which

will be discussed in detail in section 4. Second, the range of

F0 variation, i.e., the pitch range, affects the intonation of the

dubbed characters. Chao (1968, p. 39) used the analogy of

“large waves” and “small ripples” to illustrate the relationship
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FIGURE 2

F0 distribution of the five characters.

between intonation and tone in Chinese, in which the tone

is superimposed on intonation. “Intonation is the pattern of

the pitch movement of an utterance”, and pitch is one of its

constituent elements (Cao, 2002; Ding, 2005). Among the male

characters, M02 (Prince) and M05 (Minister) have the most

extensive F0 range and standard deviation, indicating that they

have large F0 fluctuations during phonation. Their voices are

with a lilt, with a sense of rhythm and rhyme, and full of emotion.

Compared to the voices of the other characters, M01 (Monarch)

andM03 (Physician) have a small range of F0 variation, and their

voices lack fluctuation. The flatness of the intonation makes the

voice sound more calm, or suppressed in emotion.

3.2. Harmonic-to-noise ratio

CPP can be used to measure the periodicity and harmonic-

to-noise ratio of the speech signal in the previous literature,

which is an essential acoustic parameter for quantifying

phonation types (e.g., Hillenbrand et al., 1994; Hillenbrand and

Houde, 1996; Blankenship, 2002; Hartl et al., 2003; Miramont

et al., 2020). Figure 3 shows a boxplot based on the CPP for each

character’s dubbed voice. The results for mean CPP indicate that:

M01 (Monarch) > M03 (Physician) > M02 (Prince) > M05

(Minister) > M04 (Eunuch). To be specific, M01 (Monarch)

has the highest CPP (20.12 dB). M04 (Eunuch) has the lowest

CPP (18.06 dB). CPP of the other characters are in between.

CPP of the five characters have small standard deviations, which

are between 1.7 and 2.2, showing a concentrated distribution

pattern. On the whole, M01 (Monarch) has the largest CPP,

indicating that this voice has the least noise component in its

speech signal. The CPP of M04 (Eunuch) is significantly lower

than that of the other characters, indicating a significant noise

FIGURE 3

CPP of the five characters.

component in his speech signal. So the turbulent noise can be

perceived in his voice.

3.3. Harmonic measures and long-term
average spectrum

As discussed in section 2.3, harmonic parameters can be

used to analyze spectral energy distribution in the speech

signal. These measures represent the attenuation of spectral

energy, in which higher values indicate a more substantial

energy attenuation in that frequency range. The five harmonic

parameters are shown in Table 3 and Figure 4 for each character.

Figure 5 is the LTAS of each character.

H1-H2 and H2-H4 indicate the strength of energy

attenuation in low frequency, which are important indicators

for measuring breathy voice. The larger their values, the more

serious the airflow leak through the glottis. Table 3 and Figure 4

show that M04 (Eunuch) has the largest H1-H2 and a relatively

large H2-H4, suggesting a strong attenuation of its spectral

energy in low frequency. M02 (Prince) has a relatively small H1-

H2 and the smallest H2-H4, indicating a weak attenuation of its

spectral energy in low frequency. The remaining three characters

have an overall intermediate range of energy attenuation in

low frequency. H4-H2k and H1-A3 indicate the strength of

energy attenuation in low-mid frequency. M03 (Physician) and

M04 (Eunuch) both have a larger or the largest H4-H2k and

H1-A3, both of which have strong spectral energy attenuation

in low-mid frequency. M02 (Prince) and M05 (Minister) have

the smallest values, with weak spectral energy attenuation in

low-mid frequency. M01 (Monarch) has a smaller H4-H2k

and a larger H1-A3, with intermediate energy attenuation in

low-mid frequency. H2k-H5k indicates the strength of energy
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TABLE 3 Harmonic measures of the five characters (mean ± S.D., in dB, two decimal places).

Character H1-H2 H2-H4 H4-H2k H1-A3 H2k-H5k

M01 (Monarch) 5.01 (5.91) 5.27 (5.51) 2.08 (7.38) 13.67 (9.08) 28.84 (7.31)

M02 (Prince) 5.05 (3.87) 3.35 (6.09) 1.96 (7.54) 8.62 (8.81) 29.88 (8.21)

M03 (Physician) 6.30 (3.32) 3.58 (6.98) 5.75 (8.42) 13.45 (10.18) 28.41 (11.54)

M04 (Eunuch) 7.00 (4.08) 5.23 (6.43) 4.30 (7.78) 16.01 (9.70) 25.90 (10.46)

M05 (Minister) 5.35 (3.54) 4.24 (5.45) 1.48 (7.97) 7.96 (10.26) 27.67 (9.16)

The harmonic measures were extracted with vowel formants corrections (Iseli et al., 2007), except for H5k.

FIGURE 4

Harmonic measures of the five characters.

attenuation in mid-high frequency. M02 (Prince) has the largest

H2k-H5k, and its spectral energy attenuation is the strongest in

mid-high frequency. M04 (Eunuch) has the smallest H2k-H5k,

and its spectral energy attenuation is the weakest in mid-high

frequency. The remaining three have intermediate energy decay

in mid-high frequency.

3.4. Voice quality

The distinctive features of the voice of the five characters can

be obtained when combining the acoustic characteristics of all

parameters in each character’s voice (see Table 4).

F0 shows the pitch level of the character’s voice, while CPP

and the strength of spectral energy attenuation (i.e., spectral

tilt) together show whether the character’s voice has breathy

voice. Usually, the lower the CPP, and the stronger the overall

attenuation of the spectral energy, the higher the degree of

breathy voice. The voice quality of the five characters in Table 4

has the following characteristics. To be specific, in terms of F0,

the dominant M01 (Monarch), who has the highest social status,

has a lower F0 and a lower voice pitch, while the subordinate

M05 (Minister) and M02 (Prince), who have a relatively low

social status, both have a higher F0 and a higher voice pitch.

Regarding phonation types, M01 (Monarch) has a neutral level

FIGURE 5

LTAS of the five characters.

of all harmonic parameters and the largest CPP, with no obvious

non-modal phonation characteristics, which can be considered

a modal voice among the five characters. Within the other

characters, the higher social status dominators M02 (Prince)

and M05 (Minister) have a weaker energy attenuation than

the other characters, a weaker noise component in the speech

signal, and no apparent breathy voice. The lower social status

subordinate charactersM03 (Physician) andM04 (Eunuch) have

an overall stronger attenuation in spectral energy, a stronger

noise component in the speech signal, and obvious breathy

voice. It can be seen that, when dubbing for a subordinate

character, the voice actors tend to choose to raise pitch or use

breathy voice; however, when dubbing for a dominant character,

the actor tends to lower pitch and does not adopt breathy voice.

3.5. Statistical tests and
multi-dimensional scaling

The five characters can be easily distinguished from the

perspective of subjective auditory perception. In terms of

acoustic performance, the voices of the five characters also
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TABLE 4 Distinctive features of the character voice of the five characters.

M01
(Monarch)

M02
(Prince)

M03
(Physician)

M04
(Eunuch)

M05
(Minister)

F0 – + – ± +

CPP + ± ± - ±

Spectral tilt ± – + + –

“+” Indicates that the character’s voice has this acoustic characteristic, “–” indicates that it does not, and “±” indicates that the level is intermediate. Determination of the spectral tilt

combines the low, low-mid, and mid-high frequency energy attenuation in section 3.3.

TABLE 5 Results of statistical tests.

Pairs F0 CPP H1-H2 H2-H4 H4-H2k H1-A3 H2k-H5k

M01-M02 ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ n.s. ∗∗∗ ∗

M01-M03 ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ n.s. ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ n.s.

M01-M04 ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ n.s. ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

M01-M05 ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ n.s. ∗∗ n.s. ∗∗∗ n.s.

M02-M03 ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ n.s. ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ n.s.

M02-M04 ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

M02-M05 n.s. ∗ n.s. ∗∗ n.s. n.s. ∗∗

M03-M04 ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗

M03-M05 ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ n.s.

M04-M05 ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗∗ ∗∗

Discrimination rate 90% 100% 70% 80% 70% 90% 60%

The statistical tests are conducted using t-test or Kruskal-Wallis test as mentioned in section 2.3. Specifically, n.s., p > 0.05, not significant. ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001.

differ acoustically by comparing F0, CPP, and harmonic

parameters. These phenomena make us wonder whether voices

that differ significantly in speech perception are also acoustically

significantly different. Which acoustic parameters are the key

acoustic indicators that distinguish character voices? Which

characters have more similar voices than others, and which

have more different voices? Based on the questions mentioned

above, we combine the five characters in pairs to form a total

of 10 pairs. According to the normality test results, parametric

or non-parametric tests are conducted on the F0, CPP, and

harmonic parameters of the voices. For each parameter, the

ratio of significant differences in the 10 pairs is calculated as

the discrimination rate of that parameter. The results show

only significant differences among some parameters for some

characters (see Table 5).

As can be seen from Table 5, CPP shows significant or

highly significant differences between all 10 pairs (p < 0.05

or p < 0.01), suggesting CPP is significantly different among

all five characters. F0 shows highly significant differences (p

< 0.01 or p < 0.001) for each pair, except between M02

(Prince) and M05 (Minister). That is, with the exception of

M02 (Prince)-M05 (Minister), the rest of the character pairs can

be discriminated from each other by F0. For H1-A3, with the

exception of M02 (Prince)-M05 (Minister), there are significant

or highly significant differences between all pairs (p < 0.05 or

p < 0.001). For H2-H4, with the exception of the pairs M01

(Monarch)-M04 (Eunuch) and M02 (Prince)-M03 (Physician),

there are significant or highly significant differences between

all pairs (p < 0.05 or p < 0.01). There is no significant

difference for H1-H2 between the pairs M01 (Monarch)-

M03 (Physician), M01 (Monarch)-M05 (Minister), and M02

(Prince)-M05 (Minister), and no significant difference for H4-

H2k between the pairs M01 (Monarch)-M02 (Prince), M01

(Monarch)-M05 (Minister), and M02 (Prince)-M05 (Minister).

For H2k-H5k, only six of 10 pairs shows significant difference (p

< 0.05 or p< 0.01), while the differences between other pairs are

not statistically significant.

The statistical tests reveal whether the voices of the five

characters differ significantly on each of the seven acoustic

parameters. The multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) analysis is

adopted to show the distribution of the voices of the five

characters in low dimensions more clearly. MDS is used to

reduce the high-dimensional space of the distance between the

characters’ voices, measuring seven parameters including F0,

CPP, H1-H2, etc., into a lower-dimensional space. The degree

of dissimilarity of the five character voices in two dimensions is

explored using the distance among characters (Torgerson, 1952;

Cox and Cox, 2008). The results are shown in Figure 6.
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FIGURE 6

Multi-dimensional scaling of the character voices.

Figure 6 demonstrates the distribution of the five voices in a

two-dimensional space, with distances that reflect their mutual

dissimilarity. According to the statistical result (Stress = 0.17,

RSQ = 0.69), the goodness-of-fit indexes are fairly good. In

terms of the degree of dissimilarity among the character voices,

an intuitive interpretation of Figure 6 is that, the further apart

the character voices in space, the more significant the difference

in voice quality among the character voices; and conversely,

the closer the distance, the more similar the voice qualities

of the character voices. According to Figure 6, M02 (Prince)

and M05 (Minister) are closer in the space, indicating that

they are acoustically similar. Moreover, Table 5 also shows that

in 57% of cases, the acoustic parameters do not discriminate

between these two voices. M01 (Monarch) is also closer to

M05 (Minister), and there is no significant difference between

their acoustic parameters in 43% of the cases. The distances

between M01 (Monarch), M02 (Prince), M03 (Physician), and

M04 (Eunuch) are all farther apart from each other, indicating

that they are acoustically different. Table 5 shows a significant

difference between the acoustic parameters of all these four

voices in 86% of cases. In terms of phonation types, this space

can be divided into three parts depending on the degree of

breathy voice, namely, obvious breathy voice (M03 Physician

andM04 Eunuch), modal voice (M01Monarch), and no obvious

breathy voice (M02 Prince and M05 Minister). Dimension 1

can form a continuum from no breathy voice (right) to breathy

voice (left). In terms of the relative social status of the characters,

Dimension 2 can similarly divide the character voices into two

parts, that is, higher relative social status (M01 Monarch) and

lower relative social status (M02 Prince, M03 Physician, M04

Eunuch, and M05 Minister), forming a continuum concerning

the relative social status of the characters.

The result of MDS in Figure 6 is constructed based on

seven acoustic measures, while we need to further explore the

extent to which each of these parameters is related to these

two dimensions. Therefore, a correlation analysis was conducted

between each acoustic parameter (averaged measurement for

TABLE 6 Correlation coe�cient between acoustic parameters and

MDS coordinates (three decimal places).

Acoustic
measures

Correlation with
dimension 1

Correlation with
dimension 2

F0 0.755 −0.612

CPP 0.317 0.753

H1-H2 −0.898 −0.258

H2-H4 −0.079 0.286

H4-H2k −0.979 0.0559

H2k-H5k 0.524 0.154

H1-A3 −0.775 0.199

Correlation coefficient between each acoustic parameter (averaged measurement for each

character) and the coordinates of these characters in each MDS dimension.

each character) and the coordinates of these characters in

each MDS dimension. The results are shown in Table 6. The

correlation coefficient between each acoustic parameter and

each dimension represents the extent to which the parameter

can explain the variation of the corresponding dimension.

Specifically, the larger the absolute value of the correlation

coefficient, the better this acoustic parameter reflects the

corresponding dimension. In Table 6, H4-H2k, H1-H2, H1-A3,

and F0 are strongly correlated with Dimension 1, suggesting that

these four acoustic parameters can better explain the “degree

of breathy voice”. The harmonic parameters are negatively

correlated with Dimension 1, and F0 is positively correlated

with Dimension 1, which is in line with the cross-linguistic

studies indicating that “breathy voice may lead to a reduction

in F0” (Liu et al., 2020; Liu, 2021). CPP and F0 correlate

strongly with Dimension 2, suggesting that these two acoustic

parameters better explain the “relative social status of the

characters”. CPP is positively correlated with Dimension 2, and

F0 is negatively correlated with Dimension 2, which is in line

with previous research indicating that “dominant characters

tend to use creaky voice” (e.g., Puts et al., 2006; Stern et al.,

2021). As the “dominant” and “subordinate” roles in this study

are analyzed in two dimensions: “degree of breathy voice” and

“relative social status of the character”, the interpretation and

prediction of role types using acoustic parameters also requires

the two separate dimensions.

The following two conclusions can be drawn from these

results. First, only one of the seven parameters (i.e., CPP) can

100% discriminate the characters’ voices, suggesting that it is

difficult to completely distinguish the voices using a single

acoustic parameter. Nonetheless, some consistent patterns can

also be found in the data. For example, CPP, F0, and H1-

A3 are the key acoustic indicators for distinguishing character

voices. CPP has the highest discrimination rate (100%), F0 and

H1-A3 have a higher discrimination rate (90%), followed by

H2-H4 (80%), H1-H2 and H4-H2k (70%), and H2k-H5k the
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lowest (60%). Second, in the two-dimensional space, Dimension

1 can be interpreted as the degree of breathy voice, and

Dimension 2 can be interpreted as the characters’ social status

level. In terms of similarity among character voices, the pair

M02 (Prince)-M05 (Minister) and the pairM01 (Monarch)-M05

(Minister) are closer in space distance, and the discrimination

rate between the acoustic parameters of each pair is mostly

at a lower level, with relatively similar acoustic performances.

M01 (Monarch), M02 (Prince), M03 (Physician), and M04

(Eunuch) are distant from each other in this space, and there are

significant differences between a vast majority of their acoustic

parameters, with the acoustic performance of the four being

more distinctly different. Thus, the statistical test results for the

acoustic parameters are consistent with the result of the MDS

for acoustic distance, namely, character voices with significant

differences between acoustic parameters being more acoustically

distant, and conversely, character voices with smaller differences

between acoustic parameters being less acoustically distant.

Finally, for the interpretation and prediction of role types

using acoustic parameters, these two separate dimensions are

both required. H4-H2k, H1-H2, H1-A3, and F0 can better

explain Dimension 1—“degree of breathy voice”; and CPP and

F0 can better explain Dimension 2—“relative social status of

the characters”.

4. Discussion

It is well-known that voice acting aims to increase the

audience’s recognition of the character’s image auditorily, with

the ultimate goal of making a perfect combination of the re-

creation using audible speech and the original character (Li,

2007). Based on the acoustic experiment, this section discusses

thematching between acoustic parameters and character images,

and the implications for guiding dubbing practice.

Firstly, in terms of pitch, adult males’ larynx and pharyngeal

cavities grow fast due to gender differentiation at puberty,

causing an increase in the length and thickness of the vocal

folds, leading to a significantly lower frequency of vocal fold

vibration than in females. F0 has already been proven to be

a reliable cue for distinguishing the voices of adult males and

females in many previous studies (e.g., Murry and Singh, 1980;

Honorof and Whalen, 2010). In general, low pitch is considered

a distinctive feature of the adult male voice. In addition, cross-

linguistic studies have found that the pitch range for normal

adult male speech is between 80 and 180Hz, and the range

usually does not exceed 100Hz, with a median of ca. 140Hz

(e.g., Baken and Orlikoff, 2000; Keating and Kuo, 2012; Kuang,

2013; Liu, 2019). According to section 3.1, the average F0s of

all characters have a maximum of 128.57Hz and a minimum of

96.83Hz, all below 140Hz, which is at the lower level of normal

male pitch. Thus, the voices of all five characters are typically of

heterosexual masculine temperament in pitch (Podesva, 2007;

Cartei and Reby, 2012). Since the low pitch is somewhat in

accord with themale voice’s stereotype, it helps to further cast the

character’s image, making use of the audiences’ perception of the

lower pitch to position the character quickly. In terms of pitch

range, except for M03 (Physician), the pitch range of all other

characters’ voices reached at least 145Hz, with M02 (Prince)

even reaching 230Hz, making the pitch range much larger

than normal male speech (80–180Hz as mentioned above). As

the F0 reflects not only the tonal information but also the

intonational information, it is an important acoustic indicator

for the expression of emotional intonation (Zhang et al., 2008).

Therefore, intonation is generally changed through changing

frequency (Zhang et al., 2021). Usually, there is a greater range of

F0 variation for intense emotions such as cheerfulness and anger,

and a smaller range of F0 variation for inhibited emotions such

as calmness or sadness (Gao et al., 2005; Jia, 2017). Regarding the

five characters, M02 (Prince) and M05 (Minister) have a higher

pitch range with more dramatic change, making voices with a

lilt, creating the image of gentle and affectionate literati who likes

poetry, and a loyal minister who is impassioned and forthright

in his advice, respectively. Thus, voice actors can exaggerate

the pitch variation when dubbing a character, which helps to

emphasize the character’s feelings in the scene, and to enhance

the actors’ expressiveness and the audience’s sense of immersion.

At the same time, voice actors can also make use of the effect

of pitch on perception, creating prototypical heterosexual male

figures by lowering F0, as well as intensifying or suppressing

emotions by increasing or decreasing F0 variation, in order to

influence the audiences’ perception of the plots and the character

images, facilitating a better auditory portrayal of the characters.

Secondly, similar to the sound pattern of “frequency code”,

numerous previous studies have shown that creaky voice is

often associated with higher social status or greater dominance,

whereas whispery voice and harsh voice are often associated

with lower social status or role of subordinate (Esling, 1978;

Ohala, 1984; Yuasa, 2010; Hornibrook et al., 2018; Tavi et al.,

2019). This viewpoint is consistent with the results in section 3.4.

The dominant characters, i.e., M01 (Monarch), M02 (Prince),

andM05 (Minister), have no significant breathy voice compared

to the other characters. On the contrary, the subordinate

characters, i.e., M03 (Physician) andM04 (Eunuch), significantly

use breathy voice. On this basis, in voice training or practice,

voice actors can use modal or creaky voice to cast the dominant

roles. The subordinate roles should be built using breathy voice.

Based on the relationship between physiology, acoustics, and

perception, a relationship between a type of character image and

a specific voice quality can be established, so that the dubbed

voice can be in accord with the character image, to match the

audience’s perception, and to enhance the credibility and impact

of the dubbed characters. Moreover, cross-linguistic studies have

shown that breathy voice is usually accompanied by a lower

F0 compared to modal voice (Liu et al., 2020; Liu, 2021). M03

(Physician) andM04 (Eunuch) have stronger energy attenuation
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in low and low-mid frequencies, and there is a significant glottal

leak during phonation, which causes lower F0, and pitch is

lower than expected. Therefore, when dubbing for subordinate

characters who require the use of breathy voice, the voice actor

may choose to appropriately lower the pitch, in order to facilitate

a smoother and sustained production of breathy voice, thus

reducing the difficulty of the voicing.

Finally, voice plasticity is the prerequisite for voice actors

to dub for different roles; however, since dubbing needs to fit

the personal character, age, and other factors, the possible range

of the voice actor’s performance is limited by the quality of

his/her voice quality, which is determined by the physiological

conditions of the voice actor (Kreiman and Sidtis, 2011; Gao,

2013). The reconcilement of the character’s image with the

physical condition of the voice actor, and bringing out the

uniqueness of the actor’s voice, are vital considerations. For

example, M04 (Eunuch) is a low-ranked and hard-working

character, and the choice of an older voice actor (60-year-old,

see Table 1) to dub his voice improved the perceived suitability

between the voice and the character. From a physiological point

of view, aging leads to atrophy of the vocal folds, which are

part of the thyroarytenoid muscle, and a significant increase in

glottal width, resulting in severe airflow leak through the vocal

folds during phonation. This leads to a stronger attenuation

in the voice’s overall energy, and the appearance of obvious

breathy voice (Fischer-Jørgensen, 1967; Dave, 1968;Winkler and

Sendlmeier, 2006; Kreiman and Sidtis, 2011, p. 117; Gregory

et al., 2012). In terms of acoustics, M04 (Eunuch) has a lower or

the lowest spectral energy in most of the frequency ranges, and a

strong energy attenuation. As a result, the dubbed voice of M04

(Eunuch) has a sense of fatigue due to its low energy, and a sense

of humbleness due to the breathy voice. This voice quality also

fits the character’s image of being usually unable to speak loudly

due to his low social status, which facilitates the portrayal of

this character perfectly. Due to the physical limitations, all voice

actors’ voices are limited to some extent, so measuring the range

of roles suitable for the physiological conditions of an actor can

contribute, both to the producers’ selection of voice actors, and

to the personal career planning of a voice actor.

5. Conclusion

This study came to the following three conclusions utilizing

acoustic analysis based on the dubbed voice of male characters

from Empresses in the Palace.

First, the voice quality of the five characters has the following

characteristics. Regarding F0, characters with higher social status

use a low pitch, while those with relatively lower status adopt

a high pitch. In terms of phonation type, the voice of male

characters with higher social status do not use breathy voice

notably, compared to the characters with lower status, who use

breathy voice frequently. Thus, when dubbing for subordinate

characters in Empresses in the Palace, voice actors tend to raise

their pitch or to use breathy voice. On the contrary, low pitch

and modal voice or creaky voice are applied to dominating

characters in this TV series.

Second, although the dubbed voice of the five characters

can be well-discriminated in auditory sensation, CPP is

the only single acoustic parameter that can discriminate

all five characters, followed by F0 and H1-A3. The three

parameters mentioned above are the key acoustic indicators

for discriminating character voices. Thus, multiple parameters

are of great importance in discriminating character voices.

Furthermore, existing parameters may not be enough for this

purpose, so more fine-grained acoustic parameters shall be

found to effectively discriminate character voices in the further

study. Moreover, the results of statistical tests are consistent

with the MDS. Characters with significant acoustic differences

have greater distances in MDS, while those with fewer acoustic

differences have shorter distances in MDS. M02 (Prince) and

M05 (Minister) have similar character voices acoustically, and

so do M01 (Monarch) and M05 (Minister). Character voices

of M01 (Monarch), M02 (Prince), M03 (Physician), and M04

(Eunuch) have apparent differences between each pair.

Third, the findings of this study can also provide some

guidance for the practice of voice acting. When dubbing, the

voice actors need to quickly get in the scene, and to become

one with their characters, which places high demands on the

voice actors. In addition to experiencing the emotions of the

characters and dubbing immersively, voice actors can improve

their extent of fitting with the character in three ways. Firstly,

they can exaggerate and typify some acoustic characteristics,

such as pitch, to emphasize the character’s image. Secondly, they

can establish a relationship between a type of character image

and a specific type of voice quality, linking character types to

voice quality, in order to match the audience’s expectations in

perception, and to improve the expressiveness of the dubbed

voices. Thirdly, they may judge the range of roles suitable for

their physiological conditions, in order to improve the match

between voice acting and character image, and also to reduce the

difficulty of dubbing.
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